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The ersonnel and Training Research Laboratory of the Army Research

Institu for'the Behavioral and Social Sciences (AR44-.conducts research to.
support` training methods to optimize skill acquisition and retention. A

- variety of research is being conducted. on the effects of 'various learning
strategies on skill acquisition and retention. ARI, in cooperatiohiwith the
Pefense .147dvancid Research Projects Agency (DARPA), 4 especially interested
in training that improves the trainee's ability.to learn.

This report is one of a series on the development of the Cognitive
Learning Strategies Training Programi. This report discusses the effects bf
selected instructional variables on the acquisition of Cognitive Learning
Strategies. Research was conducted at the Upiversity of Teus at Aastim,
Under contract DAHC19-76-C-0026,=iWiaiiiied by Joseph S. Ward 6T ARI under Army
Proiect 2g161102B74F,.and funded by DARPA. '
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To invest,igate the effects of several instruptionaI components in cogni-

tive learning strategies training programs.

Procedure: I..

I
.fr

Three studies assessed the effectiveness of dyfferent types of training,
amount of practice, and guided discussion in coiditive learning strategies ..

training programs. The three strategies presented were imagery, elahoratilp,
4

%

and ProuDInSt. The training emphasized eicther the product (the strategies
themselves), the Process

116
of creating the strategies, or a combination of pro-

.
cess and product. Product-oriented training included brief explanations of .

the strategies, examples of their use, opportunities to apply the strategies
,.

to a sample passage, and, in one study, practice using them with additionar
reading paSsages. Process-oriented training included a presentation of the
chaiactertstics of effective strategies and Practice exercEsIs to show how
these characteristics_might he incorporated into strategies. The 0"rogramis'

with dual emphases,included all.of the components stated above. Discussion

of.student-generated examples with feedhad 7'c from the experimenter was

included in all nrograms in the ftzst two studies. Itwas investigated as a
variable in the third study by comparing a group which received thiS type of
discussion as a part of their practice to a group that did not. A control

gioun wavincIuded in each study. Performance measures included reading
comprehension, 'free recall, and Paired-associatA Casks.

Findings: .,
The res91lts support the hypotheses that students can he trained to use

.

cognitive learning strategies and that some forms of training are more benefi-
cial than others. Training that emphasizes the procep of,creating Learning
strategies is as effective or more effective than programs that emphasize only
the Product, or a cemhination of nroduct and process. Training that includes

prac'tice using the strategies is more effective than training wietiout

Practice. Uowever, when Practice includes guided.discussion of the strategies
Penernted, performance on tasks,simiLar to those used fop practice ma' be
adversely affected, possihly due to trainees modeling the products presented
in the discussiop rather than the Drocgsses.
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utilization of Findin7s:

The -results of these studies' can be Used to further develop programs to

train learners to use cognitive learning itrategiis. -Theresults Suggest that

training on the nrocesses used to create the strategies'and practice applying

the strategies impoctant components of such 4 program. Discussion vf

learnergenerated and experimenter/trainerprovided examples- of Strategies

_may inhibit the production of effective strategies' for tasks similar to those

discussed. Further -research will he needed to determine the extent of this

effect.
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THE EFFECTS OF SELECTED LNSTRUCTIONAC VARIABLES -

d ON THE ACQUISITION OF COGNITIVE (EARNING STRATEGIES

.
.. , introduCtion.. - .i .. .

,- .
-

Pese was*This arch conducted as Ore of theC.ognit

.

Spcategies Project at the University of Texas- at 'Austin. The purpose of

,thi's series of studies 'was , to .eiamine the effects -of a number of instructional

41

Learning

. . -.. ,
, .&variables, such' as type of training, amount Of practice, 4nd use guided- t ior ,G . .. , . .., . . . ..5 . - IC

discussion ,on the acqbisition of. three types of cognitivenearning
,. . , . .

....00'' %tritei.ies.. , These ,Variabl es' were iiiiAstgateil'wi thin the contekt of .. I ,

-, training programs 'cleVelope,d froln the, results of our oreyious researcif; 't ., , -
Several factors were found to be important considerations for inclus(

. . .. , .. .

rn such .progearris.s For example, training which includes practice and
..-4,, '. X"

feedback was found to be more effectivitFian skimele instruction, alone
D A

%\,;(11einstein, Wicker, CubberV, Roney, arid Underwooti, 1980), and-the use of

-difficult readin'gr materials early sinihe trkinipg process wq -found t9
0

bI have a debilit4ting efifect.on.oerformance, susgifsting thatpaterials
, --,. . . . " ...'. .

\jhould pi-ogress,fi-cirr,simple to difficult (fleinstein, Washington, Wicker;

igt

.1

Duty, inxisUnderwood, ,19h0). ,
. ,.

. . , The three strategy typed ,selected for inclusion in those training
, ..

programs were iniagec9, medoingful el aboratio'n, and grouoirigP The cluster.-, . . A... . .. .,
,of strategiest invol-ty imagery 'calls iforthe 4-edrner to.form a Mental

. ,
picture of the,persop, events or: inforrition to be learned Elatoration

-', . ,
.

, invol as enhanetrig' tlie;meaningful nes s 'of to-be-learned 'mate ri al by re- -. . . . - ,'. . . . - ....I i >latifig let)" the: learner!s current cognitive structure. For 'example,os ,, ,

as a studEn( or trainee reads thi'ough aliissaige.he'o'r shemight ask and. - .
N. ,.. .4 .1.

ansiier such questions as', "What is thq purpose of Ihis.ma.ter'-ial?" ors
I. n

."}low ,does this re',141te to my experience,'tieliefs, and attitudes?' or other
, . .

t i, .1.5 -4 .. . . .
ill 4.4 ,-.4 IA / ; '; , A ° 1 3_. .
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similak Tiestions which are designed to involve the learner in actively
.

. . .. ,

i relating to the new information' Grouping, as used in this research, is

actually a combination of strategies whereby the learner-first clusters
I -

information according to meaningful relationships by putting similar

materials together and uses imagery or verbal elaboration to learn
. .

the.elements of each clus

Experiment I: A Compari* of Three Cognitive .

A

learning Strategies Training Programs

The first study in this series examined the effects of three training

programs designed to enhance the learning strategies of college students.

The, three programs included.

et al., 1980), called the

on teaching the basic, or underlying, processel.used in fd4graufatinn

:cognitive leirning strategiesonApiaarctobination of the two.

The traditional program was designed to trainItudents in the use of

the three cognitive learning strategies by providing a brief explanation

a) one used previolusty (Weinstein, Washington,

tr aditional progrAm, b) one that,concentrated

of each strategy followed by several written examples oflhow the strategycje

could be used. to earn the information in a sayele passage. Students were

theratkea to generitethei

The bas ii proce ses program net' students'in the use of the same tkreel
. t

cugnitive.straiegiesbut the instructional emphasis was on the processes

used to create learning strategies, rather than'on the, final product.

After receiving instructioUsichncerning the characteristics of effective

xamples of appropriate learning strategies.

cognitive learning strategies, students were asked to generate their own

strotegies using the guidelines'presented. The combined program included

'both the basic processes and traditional training. 'After students were

introduced to the basic processes Involved in the formulation of effectSA

si
strategigLand given an opportaafty_to generate their own examples, they

Ji!



received the traditional program instructions aod training exercises.

it'was hypothgized that the thra training groups would demonstrate

superior performance over a control group that did not receive training,

but the three progrims would affect learning perform*ance differentially.
'

Because of its dual emphasis on process and'product,the combined program
Ow

was expected to be more beneficial than either traditional or basic' ,

processes separately.

.Method

Participants. A total of 104 students enrolled in an undergraduate

educOonal psychology course at The University of Texas at Austin parti-

cipated in this research as part of their cbursetrequiremerA Four

students.had to be dropped from the study because they failed to attend

both the training and testing sessions.

:.,

experimenter, each student in the traditional and combined instructions
.

. * Ai) 4.0 .r

groups received a packet contgining a simple passage and descriptions of
.

,

Materials; In addition to instructions.'which were read aloud by the

the thive learning strategies (imagery,' meaningful elaboration, And

iPd
grouping) with examples of how they could be used to learn the information -'

./

, *contained in the sample passage. This passage discussed an alternative-
,-

framework for public school systems (Kneller, 197)). (A copy of the

instructions for the.traditiona1 instructions group and the basic processes

group can be fdund in Appendices A and B, respectively. A copy of the

strident packet can be found in Appendix C.)

-

The practice materials included two reading passagesfrom the Sciepce

Research Associates (SRA) Rate Builder Lab IVa (1959) materials. The

first praCtice Passage, a ninth-grade-level reeling, described thp physical

requireme dts for space tra'vel. The second practi& passage, a f ourteenthr- -

grade -level reading, discussed the concept of intelligence in society.

. 15
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The students in the combtned instructions'grciup,used the same materials
.

. .

as the basic processes and the.traditional groups. There were no training

materials for the members of the'control group.

The testing materials t eluded a free recall list of 20 words, a

,

paired-atsociale list of 30 rd pairi, and tbree,reading passages. The '":1'14

two word lists were constructed using the Paivio,"luille, and Madigan (1988)

norms. The wordson.the free recaNlolist were of average concreteness

/
'(ratings in the range of 37174to 5.19 on a 7-point scale) and average

meaningfulness (ratifigs,in the range 4.89 to 6.63, representing the average

number of associations givep by an individual in a 1-minute period). The

words on the paired-assoCiat9,list here., either, high concrete (ratings in
.

the range of 6.0-to 7.00), or low concrete (ratings in the range of 1.18 to

3.54) and of average Meaningfulpess,(ratings in the range of 4.17 to 7.12).

.

These words were then randomly paired with thd restriction that half of the
. .

.

pairs Were cqmppsed of low-Concrete words and half were composed of high-

_
%concreteiwor4s ". .

.
, *

, )
, 1

The three reading.pass'aies used fqr testing were selected film the SRA
. .

1 (1959) materials. The first pass* eninth-grade-level reading, de-

(...;

.,

,scribed the adult lives of former child prodigies` 4 The second passage. was

0 .. .

at the ter00-grade readin0eNtl and described a sea fight between.q whale

and aTiller fish. The third passage, an eleventh-grade-level reading,
p

klilained the structural mechanics of snoring. A short answer test con-
,

," Isisting of 10 s was developed fop each passage.
, ,. .

.

four groups. the tradit\onal instructtons group (3 = 27), the basic pro-

cesses. group (N = g$), the combined instruction group-{# 25) or the

k.

Design aud Procedure. The, students were randomly assigned to one of

control group (N = 27),6 Students met in groups of vlx to ten for two

sessions. The first:sessiontwas ihburs long itraining session) aud the
AS

0 0
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second Session was
p

1 hour tong,(testIng session)-. The fVrst Session for

. ,
. -

the'three experimeital groups included training and, for the traditional
. .

_ .. .

and combined groups, piactiee using the strategies.' This sesstoti concluded
6 4.

0 * * %

_with the immediate posttest using the ninth - grade -level reading comprehen-.
. , .

sion task. The control group received no training or practice bid did take
,

. .
. e

the immediate postte'st. During the second session, the remaining posttests
. .

were administered to the students in all four groups:

Traditional Instructions Training

The traditiopal program began with a brief introduction to thi

purpose of the research. The instru %tional packets were distributed to

the students, and they were told that they had.8 minutes.to complete the

section on imagery. The students were also told that the experimenter would .

be available to answer questions. After the students completed the section
.

6nOrmagery,--qtudents were asked iol.. examples of strategies they . .
.., .e. ; .

.

generated. This procedure was then repeated for the sections in the .)
-0. . ,

.

student packet, discussing grouping and meaningful elaborition (see
, ..

t Appendices A and C) . .

.

. .
. r

After all three sections 'in the student packet were completed, the.

.

participants were given an oppor'tun'ity to practice using these s,.1cills to

learn the information contained inelhe two SRA (1959) passages designated

. as practice readings. The studeniNellgiven 7 minutes to study each

'passage and write down examples.oflearnjnqoptrategies they woulO use.

. =these materials wdre then collected and the immediate posttest was
.

admini stered.

4 Basic Processes' Training

Whereas thz traditional program focused on providing examples of well-
.

formulated l. earnin strategies, the besic processes training concentrated
4 0

on delcribing t haraleristics of effective learning strategies (see

,

. .

Ii

4
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Appendix B). In the traditional group, the students were,to deduce the
p'

.. . ,

underlying. heuristics from the examples provided, whereis'in the basic.

,.. procetses grou$, ihe,stuilents, were adapt the heuristic guidelaeS tOA
,

specific learning needs. After receiving a'brief introductiOn to the
_

. .
, 4

purpose of the research, the students in the basic processes group listened
,

to descriptions of the process of formulating each,of the t ree types of

strategies. This wa's followed by wlist of the characteri tics of
.

effective Imagery, elaboration, and grouping strategies.

After each type of strategy was discussed, the students completed a

set of.training exercises. For example, the section discussing imagery

included three training exercises. creating images of two people on a

ti

picnic, a person fishing, and the house of fine's dreams. Each4xercise

was followed by a discussion oi,how the characteristics could have been

used to create a good image and a disCAsion of student-generated examples

After completing the discussipns,:of the three strategies, the ex-
.

perimenter concluded the training session by review* their characteristics.

All materials were then,collected and the immediate posttest was administered.

Combined instructions Training .

The training, procedure for the combined instructions group incorporated

the procedures used with both of the other experimental groups. Thus,

thrs group was given the. instructions and training 'exercises used with the

basic processes group followed by thepinstructions, training exercises,
.

1 4,,

nd practice readingswsed in the ,traditional program. However, because

e students the combined instructions group studied the characteristics

4 ,

of effective strategies, ailiomponent which had not been fncluded in the

traditional progrem, the discussions of the trainingtexercises were adapted

to include comparing the student - generated strategies to a summary list'of
.

, these characteristics. After completing the training inCluded,in both of

k 1 18
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4 ' the other, programs, all _materials were
,
collected and the immediate posttest

was admirdstered.

control

The members of the control group'did not receive any training or

4 4

complete any of the training or practice exercises. They did,' however,

take the posttests. The immediate posttest occurred 4 the end 'of the

first session for all four groups. The students were allowed 3Minutes'to

study the passage about:child prodigies. The then had 5 minutes to

answer a 10-item short-answei- test.

posttests were administered to the students in allfour

groups during the second session.'" Each earticipant was tested on free

recall, paired-associate; and two reading comprehension tasks, in that

order. For the free recall posttest 20 words were presented, one'at a '

time, on a Da.lite screen. Each word was presented for 84PsecOnds using a
. .

.

Kodak slide projector with an automatic timing device. After all words were

presented, the students were given 2 minutes to write down as many of the

words as they could remember without regard td the order of presentation.

The next posttqt, a.paired=assotiate task, was administered using

the Study-test method. Thirty word pairs were presented using* an 8-second

exposi/re rate for both study 4nd test segments.'

.

T he last two posttests were both reading.comprehension tasks. The

students were given 5 minutes tb%tudy each passage and 4 minutes to

complete the 10-iteth shaft-answer tett.

.

Results and _Discussion

.

One-way analyses of variance were used to analyze the data from each '

;

.

of the.five5osttest tasks: For the analysis of4e fm.

.

recall data, the
.. . 1 % .'

scores of two students in the traditional instructions Troup had to be
, 1

.

eliminated due to a faulty slide projector. For th,arglysis.icif the
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aired-associate data, the Score df one student inthe combined 14tYuctions

group and the score'of one student t5 the control group had to be ,

eliminated because they failed to complete the task. The adjusted

-number of students in each of these groups, as well'as the means and

- standard deviations for each of these tasks, can be"found in Tables I and 2.

The analyses performed for the three reading comprehension tasks

revealed no significant differences among the groups. The means' and

standard deviat ions for eftch of these tasks'can be found in Table I.

The analysis of the free recall test scores (see Table 3) revealed a

significant difference among the group means (F(3,96) = 4.27,, R '.01). 'A

.Newman-Keuls procedure was then used to determine the means among which

significant differences existed.. This analysis revealed that the perform-

. . . ance df the combined instructions group surpassed that ofethe traditional

instructions and control group's. It did not, however, differ from the

basic prdcesles group, which,did-not differ significantly from the

traditional instructions and control groups. The means andltandard
. ,

deviations for the free recall task can be found in Table 2.

The analysi of the.paiced-associate test scores (se; Table 4) also

revealed a si gnificant difference among the group means (F(3,96) = 5.42,

D .ffi). A'Newman-Keuls procedure revealed that the performance of the

combined knstructions group again.surpassed that of.thetraditional

instructions and control groups, which

.

did not significantly from

. each other, In addition, the perforMance of the basic processes group
. c

was significantly better than that of the control group but did not

significantly differ from the performance of either the traditional or the

combine0 instructim_groups. The means and standard deviations for the

paired- associate task can be found in Table 2.

These ;quits only partially support the hypotheses that students can

20 .
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TABLE
it

miOnl snd itin44;4 '104111tIon% on the three Reading, Tasks in Experiment 1

*

4'

1

9

;e1len4ent , Group

sileioArie

a a' 1,

0,01,1.1 frAdittondlAnstructinns

,fhift :1,94);*t., iditC ArOCOeSe;

/licomulln ii 9r* 101 Cgmbined Ins ructiOns

'26

25

24

Mean

%

6.28

6.55

6.70

S.D.

1,52

1.04'

1.43

k
. control 27 6.80 1.75

....... .......

Rodding trmdition41 tn, tructions 26 7.38 1.08.

(;nuesng) 44:1< processes 25. 8.06 1.08
.-

tmitimum yore - It)) Cgmblned Instru Mons 24 7.46 1.21

C4ntrol 27 7.70 1.91
..3.. ..,,-p0SmaaA

* 4
)

Roading 1 trlditi4not Hist ctions

...--- .

26 11:37, 1.55

( 31141 Filbq 1140C Pro asses 25 1.32
:

fili41mum VON! -*1 in Combintd lnstructl.ns
.

24 11.58 *78

Control 27 11.56 1.01
' -

aa

x

21
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10

Means and Standard Deviations on the Free,Recall
and Paired-Associate Tasks in Experiment 1 .

4.

D pendev
asure

Group N Mean S.D.

Free Recall Traditional instructions 8.75 2.44,

Basic professes 25 40:08 2.29
,

Combined instructions 24 10.92 3.03

Control 27 9.b0 1.75

Paired-Associate Task Traditional instructions' 26 13.04 6.62

Basic instructions 25 16.04 4.70

Combirled instructions 23 17.78 5.63

Control 26 12.15' 5.10

14.

In

.?

c

I

`22
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'TABLE 3
./ f Oje*

Source Table for 4nalysis of Variance
on the Free Recall. Scores in Ekperiment I

fir

Source SS - MS ' F'

4/.
Between Group 73.94 24.65 4.27

Within Groups -554.17 96 5.77

Total . 628.11 -99 I
i

f.

p.

<.01

(I

, TABLE h

.

Source Table forAnal?Sis.of Variance on the
Paired-Associate Task in 'Wertment I

er

r rr

I.

.

Source SS df MS ' F
11

. .

Between Groups 503.53 .3 167.84 5.42 (.01
, -

ifithin Groups 2973.2V . 96 N.30.97.
,

.

,
'

,

Tbtal: , f \ .d4767,5 99i
%. k

to

I'

23. -

-11

=11.
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.

be trained to modify their information processing capabilities, and that
f

some training.procedures are more effective than others. The traditional

instructions appear to be the least effective, the performance.drthe group

reeeiVing them was not significantly different from that of the control

group. The baSic processes training resulted in perfformance that was not

significantly better than that of the traditional instructions group, but

which did exceed the control group's performance on the paired-associate

task. The, superior performance of the coMbinedtinstructions group on both

the tree recall and paired-associate tasks suggests that this Multi-
,

instructional approach, which includes both the basic processes and traditional°

instructions, is more effective than the traditional instructions alone.

The lack of differences between the combined instructions and basic

prOcesses gropps may reflect tht relative importance of the basic processes
.

Component in the combined instructions.training. However"the basic.
.

processes training alone produces results that are not significantly dfff-

event from the traditional training. Thus, it appeals's that neither the

rovIsion
I

examples nor the underlying processes alone is sufficient to

)
4

significantly enhancerperformance. However, when these two methods are'

. ,

combined, some significant oerformanCe increases do occur.

/
The next study investigated further .the effectiveness of a multi-

instructional approach aS compared t9 the basic processes training program.
,

It also,investigdted the effects of using longer and more complex reading

comprehension tasks for posttesting.

Experiment /i: Cognitive Learning Strategies: 'Basic Processes

Versus Integrated Instruction's

Methdd

, . Participants. A total of 84 students enrolled in an introductory
,

educational psychology course at the University of4?.rxas at Austin par-
k



r.
tiCipated in this research as part of their course,. requirement. Seven-

teen students were dtbpped from the study,because they failed to.attend

* .
.all three sessions. -

Materials. The instructions for the basic processes group were the,

13

same as those used in the previous study (see Appendix B). Ipwever, a

procedural change was made to present the grouning strategy after the other
,

two strategies were discussed. This change was made because grouping incor-

porates elements of boot the imagery ad meaningful elaboration stra4ies.
4 1"

The materials forlthe integrated instructions group consisted of both

the basic processes instructions (see Appendix B) and the student packet.

used in the first' study (see Appendix C). For this study, however, the
.

packet was separated into three sections, one for each strategy, such that

one.§ectiOn goill be distributed at-time.
.

The materiali used by the control group in the first session consisted .

. v ,.
of three reading passages. the Kneller (1971) passage,(also included in the

student packet for theIntegrated instructions, group), and two ninth- grade-

- level reading passages taken from the aRA (1959) materials. The SRA

-
readings described the physical requirements for space travel and ther.

',phenomenon of a tornado.'

The testing materials included a free recall list of 20 words, a

paired-associate list of 28 word pairs, three reading passages, and a test

over tht characteristics of the strate gies. Thetwo word lists were

constructed-using the Paivio,'et (1968).norms. Half.cof the words on

the free recall list were of average to high conc reteness (ratings ranged

frour5.75 to 6.96 on a .7-point scale), and half of the words were of low

concreteness (ratings ranged from 1,73 tq 3.88). The words ton the paired-
.

A

associate list had an average meaningfulness feting of 5.73, with a range
r

from 4.56.ta 7.00. These words Were either low concrete (rarilgs ranged
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.

froth 0.00 to 3.00) or average to high concrete (ratings ranged froin 5., 00 to 0
,

7.00). 'The words were paired such that there were fOur q'rouPs of.seven
;

word pains each 1) average to high-concrete words paired with average to
-

high-conCrete words, 2) average to high-conCrete words paired with low-
,

concrete words, 3) low-concrete wrds paired with average to high-concrete

words;' and 4) tow-concrete words paired with low-concrete words.

In orderid-asseSs the usefulness of longer reading passages for

testing, the passages ,pre selected. with the restrictions that two of the
/ . .

. , .

three contain between 1,500 and 2,000 wtrdsand discuss fairly complex
.,

information. The first passage, approximately 4,700 words long, descr ibed

the various 'actions upon the earth's surface by a number of its gradational'

agents (Nle, Getchell, Kadesh, Soppy &-Krull, 1968). The second was
,

.
,

.

approximg!lx 250 words long and described the visual properties of certain

numbers (Tiegs & Clark,097d). The third passage, approximately 1,700 words

long, explained several extended kinship systems (Adamson. 1970). Two com-

prehension tests were constructed for the first two reading passages, for
1

A

the third only.one-posttest was constructed.,

t"

A questionnaire designed to measure stUdents' recal) of the charaCter-
.

,

is tics of each of the strategies presented during training was included
. ,

in the testing materials.
."

Desipand Procedure.' Students were randomly assigned to one of-

three grotips: basic processes (N = 17), integratell instructions 0,-,25),

orcontrol (N = 25). :Studets met in groups pf five tOfifteen for three

.

sessions. All students attended three sessions separated, by 1-week intervals.

rl

7

.4*

The first
,

session consisted of 2 hburS' Of training for both of the

.

.

mental , groups. The control groUp did not receive any t ining, but did study

three reading passages. During the second and third sessions Golich were

each 1 hour'long).all groups completed posittests. MTh strategy char-

26
.

is
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.

.

acteristics questionnaire was Viso inistered to the students in the _questionnaire
.

.

S.
5

4railiing, groupe-during the second'se sion. $ : .
.

..
. . . .

.Batic Procesiet Training . .r of

Th iThe basic processes tralnin program concentrated on the characteristics
.

.
.

wr,
a,

. ,

. .
.

. of learning stripgies.isee Appealk B). The traaning Procedurei
' I - . ) .

cr

. 4
were essentially the same as those described in the first study. However,

. .

I .. vo

the 'grouping strategy was presented after the discussion of imagery and
. ..

eilpboration. .

.A.

Integrated Instructions Training

The integrated -instructions training program was a modification of the

procedures 'Used by the combined instructions group in the first study. In

the integrated form, the basic processes instructions for each featning

re allowed by the traditional traiiiinetprOcOures for that

strategy. or example, after listening to the discussions of the processes
...,..

necessary to formUlate-an effective mental image and completing the three

training exercises,, students were presented with the section on imagery from
. , 4kW .

.

the traditional program student packet (see Appendix C). This'procedUre was

repeat' d for the, elaboration strategy and again for bbe grouping strategy.
,.

Control'
.

qN

. . .
. ....

.

,. .

.

. .
.0. .

The control group'received no instructions in the use of cognitive, -

learning strategies t They w? simply asked toread three passa4es. Eight ;
- .

minIufeekwere allotted fpr each pas

9 )
r The first seAes of posttests vafradm4nistered to al thtee groyps

.

during the second

.

session. Thebasjc_processes,and the -integrated in-_

.. .

.stro 0ns:sous were first tested onithe characteristics of the three
.

jog itive learnin g strategies.
.

FouY minutgere allottvd for completion of

. -

this cireitionnaire. ,Aft4 the test papers were collected, these. chlAagrisIi,s...1

we e.briefly revirifwfth the students. The students were then given 15

.Y
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minutes to study the first passage abut gradational agents. Upon

llectjon of tOs passage, they were given 5 minutes to study the second

passage about-viscial properties of certain numbers. This passage was

collected, and then the..free recall, task was begiin. Each word was presented

for 8 seconds on a Da-Lite scrlin using'a KodT slide projector with an

automatic timing device. After all the word were presented, the students

were given 2 minutes to write down as many of the words as they could remember

without regard to the order of presentatilom

The last two posttests in this session were the comprehension-tasks

over the passages read earlier in the session. This delay was intended to

assess the effectivenep of the students' strategies over a short time

interval that included other activities in order to reduce the possibility

of rote rehearsal. Students were given 10 minutes to complete the 6-item

'short- answer telt over the contents of the passage about gradational agents.

They were then given 5 minutes to complete the 6-item multiple-choice and,

short-answer test over the contents of the passage on visual properties of

certain numbers. The students,in the c?ntrol group were administered all

the posttests with the exception of the strategy characteristics questionnaire.

,The second series of posttests was administered to all three groups

during the third session of the.study. The first two tests were delayed

11
measures over the contents of the reading passages presented during the

second sion. The'students were given, 10 minutes to answer the 7-item

short-answer test over the contents of the passage on gradational agents,

and 5 minutes to answer th dT0=item short-answer.test over .the contents of

the passage on visual. properties of ,certain numbers." Then the third

posttest, a reading comprehension task using the kinship reading, was

liJminIstered% The students were given 4it minutes to study this passage zuelrir

minutes to complete the 9-.itA short-answer comprehension test.

I

r-

-4.1..
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The last posttest, the paired-associate task, was administered using

the study test method. Twenty, -eight word pairs were presented using an

8-secogd exposure rate for both'study andetest segments.

Results and Discussion

The reading comprehension test protocols from a random sample of six

respondents from -each grouplkere independently graded by three raters. An

Inter-rater reliability coefficient was computed for each of the items on

each of the tests. The coefficients were above .90 for all the items on

three of the test instruments, and the coefficients for the other two

instruments were above .75. (4k porti6n of one item on the gradational

fh
agents' reading comprehension test and one item on the kinghip reading

comprepension test were deleted completely from subsequent analysesrdue to

rater disagreement.

One-way analyses of variance were performed on the data from each bf

the eight posttests. The means and standard deviations for the posttest

tasks administered 4uring the second experimental session can be found in

Table 5. The analyses performed for the characteristics test and'the test

over the gradational agents reading revealeSd no ssignificant differences

among the groups.'

The analysis of the data from the free'recall task (see Table 6)

revealed a significant difference among the three groups (F(2, = 4.22,

J? -.05). A Newman-Keuls procedure was used to determine the means among

which significant differences existed. This analysis revealed that the

- -performance of the integrated instructions group surpassed the performance

of both the basic processes and control groups: which did not differ from

each other. de

The analysis of the Sata from the numbers reading comprehension test
" "..1

(see Table 7) alsq eeyealed a significant difference among the three groups

. . 2.9

a
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Means aocitandardoDeviations for Posttest Tasks
Administered During the Second Sessionin,Experiment II

Dependent
Measure

5

-
Group

410k

Characteristics Basic process 17 6.12
test

Mean S.D

1."

Integratedinstructions 25 6.04 1.79

- Free Recall Basic processes. 17 9.29 3.06

t-
,Integrated 25 11.04 2.89

Li ..

Control 25 10.08 2.16*

Reading 1 , Basic processes 17 8.41 . 3.79
(immediate test -

.

_-
Gradational Agents) 'Integrated instructions 25 9.32 3.29

. (maximtim score = 15)
5'

Control 25 8.84 2.54

...

'.'m,.Reading 2 I . Basic processes - 17 5.53 2.33
(immediate test -.

4 Numbers) Integrated Instructions 25 7.16 1.90
...

(maximum score = 10) Control 25 6.50 1.88
r

4

A

819
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Source Table for Analysis of Variahce on the
Free Recall-Task in Experiment II

Ast

E '6

Source . SS ';--eif MS F

,Between Groups d 61.53 2 36.76 4.32 <.05
. ,

Within Groups 467.13 64 7.30

Total 528.6.6 66!.-.

OP

0.

TABLE 7

Source 'Table for the Analysts of Variance on the First
Numbers Reading Comprehension Test in ExperiMerit II

,,-7

Source SS df MS F

Between Groups 26.90 2 13.45 3.34 <.054

Within Groups 258.10 64 4.03

Total 285.00 66

31
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(F(2, 64) = 3.34, pi<.05). A Newman-Keull procedure revealed tha t-the

, performance of the integratedtinstructiou'group again surpassed that of

basic processes group. The performance of the control group was between

that of the integr4ated instructions and basic processes groups, and not

significantly d4fferent from either one. < .

The analyses lerforme4d for the four' posttest tasks administered during

2G

. the third session did not reveal any significant differences among the three
- a

grodps. The means and standardideviations for these tasks can be found in

Table 8.

%.- The results of this.stu ..as with the results of the first study,
)c.

indicate partial support for the hypotheses that students can be trained to

modify their information processing capabilities and that some forms of

training are more effeCtive than others. It appears that the integrated

instructions training program is somewhat more beneficial for training
0

lege students to use cognitive learning ..trategies than the basic

(processes training program. The superior 'results obtained by the integrated

instructions group during the Siotond session of the study on the free recall

test provide.son support for this multi-instructional training- approach.

Vi The data from the reading comprehension and paired associate tasks are

incoriaosiq. Although the integrated instructions group did perform

significantly better than the.basic processes group on the first comprehension
.

-.test over thc numbers reading, neither group's performance was significantly

different from that of t4confrol group. Results from the previous study,

/

using short reading passages, had not Cieeonstrated the effectiveness of the

trainingjor reading comprehension tasks. In this study, two longer and

more complex reading passages were used to test the effectiveness of the-

training programs. However, no differences among the groups,were found for

these longer reading comprehension tasks either. Performance differences

32
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TABLE 8.

Means and Standard Deviations for the Posttest Tasks /

Administered During the Third Session in Experiment II

4

Dependent
Measure

Group , . N - Mean S.D.

-Reading-1 Basic processes 17 5,44 2.93

(delayed test -

Gradational. Agents) Integrated instructions 25 4.88 2.24

(maximum score = 14) Control 25 5.66 2.73

Reading 2 . Basic processes 17 4.29 *2205

(delayed test 2-

Numbers) IntegratedinstructioTIS . 25 5.24 1.71

(maximum score = 10) Contriol 25- 4.92 1.89

Re4ing 3 Basic processes 17 7.76 2.59

.
(Kinship) //iltggrated instructions 25 . 8.36 3.50

(maximum score = 14) . Control 25 r 7.79 2.59

Paired-Associate Task Basic proCesses . 17 7.82 3.23

* Integrated instructions . 25 8.92 524
/14I

tt Control 25 6.92
.

5.16
-kr

33
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wqre'found in all but one instance on the free recall and paired-associate_-
_ c-

.

tasCs in these two studies as well as onthe numbers reading comprehension

;

test in the second study. The content of this reading passage was considerably

"different.from the other passages used% these two studies. It consisted of
) .

several, cales for defining physical properties of numbers and examples of the

application of these rules. ThbO ther readings were more narrative. Thus; ft

may be that the abseqce of differences on the reading tasks is not related

to the length or complexity of the readings, but rather to some aspect of the

training which limits its _usefulness few improving Epading comprehension

but generally not for paired-associate and free recall tasks.

An analysis of the four training programs included in the two previous

. Studies was conducted to assist in identifying the source of this problem.

e

The programs included the fbllowing major components: - .

I. Student. packets - explanations of the strategiei, examples of-their
4

use, and opportanities to apply them to a sample passage (Used with the

. traditional, combined, and integrated groups)."

, 2. Basic processes - characteristics of effective strategies and

practice exercises (used with the basic processes, combined, and integrated

'groups)

3. Practice ping the strategies with additional reading passages

(used with the traditionii and combined groups)

4. Discussion of student-generated examples of strategies and ex-

)

perimenter's feedback (all four, training programs),

The fraditiorlal program was shown to be the lealt effective in the first.

studic: It was suggested that the similar performance of the combined
.

instruction and basic processes groups might be explained by the basic

processes component since the perform4nce of these two groups did not differ

significantly. However, the combined instructions training did include

34
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I practice using the strategies with additional reading passages(asyell as the

practice with the sample passage in the student packet after the basic

processes c omponent), whereas the basic processes did not. Thus, practice may

also have been a factor accounting for the superior performance of the

A
combined instructions group relative to the traditional and control ,g,r(,)ups.

Inthe second Study, the Oasi&processes and intpgrated instructions
0,

training differed fly by the inclusion of the student packets for the

]attet group. Each sectionofthe student packet was presented after the

corresponding basic processes training. This procedure max be similar in

_

.its effect to the additional practice provided-in the.combined instruction

programAecause the students in the integrated instructions group were

1p rovcded with opportunities to practice generating strategies for the samiie

passage'after rece ving the basic processes training.
A

It would, therefore, appear that the basic processes and additional

practice components are the mast important portions of these cognitive learning

strategies training programs. Since discussion of studegt-generated exaMples

Yed° was include in all four programs, its effectiveness remains to be determined.

Experiment III: Guided,Versus Non-Guided Practice as a Variable

-
. in Cognitive Learning Strategies Training

The third tudy Combined the basic processes training with additional
.

practice using reading passages. It compared the effectiveness of this

training (non-guided-practice) with that of a similar training program that

also included discussion of student-generated exa mples and the provision of

e ampies by#fe experiMenter (experimenter-guided practicg), Paired=

ass ing and reading comprehension were selected as the posttest

tasks. Howev the reading comprehension task was modified in light of
.

the previou problems encountered With this type of talk.

Pair - associate a nd free recall tasks are more structured than most

35
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WA reading comprehension tasks, ie the jiateriat to be remembered and to be

tested is well defined by the nature of the task itself. Reading

nsion, on the other hand: r.equjres the learner to select the impo

ilr6 ints to be remembered, and allows for a greit;er variety of testing

procedures that the learner may also take into consider6tion while le

ForAexample, questions may eitNer, test recall or recognition memory or.may

be designed to tap different levels of the cognitive domain (Bloom, 1954)

For this study, the reading comprehension task was modified to provide,-

greater structure. Questions, similar to those on the posttest, were

included for each of the practice readings to make the performance demands

of these tasks more apparent and, therefore, to,facilitate the stultnts:,

use of cognitive learning strategies with reading passages.

Method 4

Participants. A total of 63 students enrolled in an introductory ed-
.

. ,

ucational psychology course at The University of Texas at Austin participated
s

in this resebrchas part of their course requirement.
,

Materials. Students in the two training groups were rovided wits a
EP.

,practice packet which contained three readings selected from the SRA (1959)
.

materials at the eleventh-grade level. The fixst reading described how

pritish laws affected early American ideas of liberty, the second gave a

brief biography of a Canadian aviation pioneer; and the third discussed the

physical mechanIcs.of snoring. Each reading was fo llowed by two comprehension
\

questions, each on a separate page of the packet. For each of these questions,

the students were asked to include the corF:Ct response with .a descriptidn of

the strategy they used to learn the infornIttp needed to answer the questiOns.

Students in the control group also receiva.pradAce packets, but these

contained only the readings and the questionsx no strategy descriptions were
4 .

requested.

.
. .
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The testing materials included the reading about the Earth's gradational

'agents (Cable, Getchell, gadesh, Poppy & Crull, 1968) thil was used in the

previous study and a 6-item-short-answer test over its content. A test

booklet was constructed which presented each qUestion on a separate page and

instructed, the students to describe the strategies, they use to learn the

information needed to answer each question. The second po ttest was the

paired-associate learning task used in the previous study...)

Design and Procedure. The students were randomly assigned to one of

.three grout, training with experimenter-guided practice (N = 24), training

"with non-guided practice (N = 22), and control (N = 17). They met in groups

of five to twelve for one 2-Hour session. For the two training groups, the

session included instructions with deistration exercises similar to"the

sic processes training in the two previous studies (see Appendix B) except

that only one exercise was included for each strategy, then practice, and

posttesting. The control group received no instruction in the use of cognitive

learning strategies, but did perform the exercises, read the practice

materials, and complete the posttest.

After completion of this training phase, the practice packets were.

distributed. The students were given.5 minutes to read and formulate learning

strategies for the first reading. They were then told to turn the page and

were given 2 minutes to answer the first.post-question and to describe the

strategy they had used to help them remember the 'relevant information. For

the group which received experimenter-guided practice,, several examples of

student-generated strategies, a& well as how these examples incorporated one

or more of the characteristic'.presented earlier, were discussed.. If a

student-generatO example did not incorporate any characteristics of an

effectiye strategy, The experimenter demonstrated how the strategy might be

made more effective. Next the correct answer to the question was reviewed.

37
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Following this discussion, the students listened to two or three experimenter-

provided Zgamples of strategies and explanations of how.they were formulated.
.

,

In addition, it was emphasized that 'Are are many possitile learning

strategies that may be generated for learning the same information, and that

students should use the strategy or combination of strategies that works

bestfor them. Th5audents were then told to work on the next question for

2 minutes. This was followed by a similar discussion of student - generated

and experimenter-provided examples. This same procedure was repeated for

both of the remaining practice passages. The administration of the posttests

complild the sessi6.

Students in the non-guided practice group received the practice packets

and were given the,s,ame time limits for reading the passages and answering

the wstions, but they did not discuss student-generated strategies, nor

were they provided with examples of strategies.

Students in the control grp were given general directions for each of

the training exercises but did eceive any instructions pertaining to

the strategies; contrast.to the instructions given to the training

groups, the control group was only asked to describe a picture of two people

ip.on a picnic. The students in the control group also read the practice

passages and answered the questions, they were not requested to describe.

their learning strategies.

The posttest tasks ware administered to all-groups du'ring the last part

of.the ses ?ion. Students were allowed 15 minutes'to study the passage,about

the Earth's gradational agents. They then had 10 minutes to complete the

, 6-item comprehension test and to describe the strategies they used to learn

ttje information needed to. answer eachNuestiOn. The students in the control.

group did nokhave previous experience in describirig their learnin strategies,

e)9so they were asked todescribe any special learning metils or echod niques that
08

4
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they used to help them learn the material coviredyty each of the questions in
./

*the test'booklet.

The second posttegt was a paired-associate task,: Using the study-
-

test method, the 28 word-pair list I presented at an 8-second exposure rate
. ,

.

_

. for both the study and test segments.

. Results and Discussion,
.L

One-way analyses of variance were performed,on the data from each of the

'posttest,lasks. One student in the group that received training with experi-

menterluided practice did not complete the reading comprehension test and

was eliminated from that analysis. The adjusted number of students in the

thre oups, as well as the means and standard deviations for both of the

posttest tasks, can be found in Table 9.

The results of the one-way analysis of variance for the data from the.

reading comprehension task (see Table 10) revealed a significant difference

among the group means, (F(2, 59) . 3.29, k <.05). A Newman-Keuls analysis

rerea:ed that'the performanCe of the training group with non-guided practice

surpassed the performance of the control, group. The performance of the

training_orot.ox ihAt received experimenter-guided ,practice was between, that of

'the-Tither two groups and not significantly different from either.

Aop,; The results of the bne-way "Analysis of variance for the data from the

paired-associate task (see Table 11) als4 revealed,a significantdifference

Among the group means, (F(2, 60) . 4.88, p < .05).. A Newman-KeuTS procedure

revealed that the performance of both groups tr@fned to use learning,

strategies significantly surpassed the performance'Of control.group.

There was, howeVer, no significant difference between the group that received

experimenter-guided practice and the group that received ndic:guided practice.

These results demonstrate the effectiveness of a cogkitive learning

strategies trainingk program that teaches the basic processes underlying the

r

gn



TABLE 9

. .

Means and Standard Degiations for
the Posttest Tasks In Experiment III

n

28

4

Dbpendent
Measure .

Group N Mean : S.Dej

t.

Reading Comprehension Experimenter-guided practice' 23 7.02 3.23

.

(Gradational Agents) Non-guided practice 22 -. 7.59 2.99

(maklmum score = 15) Control 17 5.06 2.99

PiirO-Associate Task 1 Expeilmenter-guided practice 24 10.17 6 69

(maximum score = 28). 'Non-guided practice 22 ., -5-9(

. ..

4..2.73

Control 17 4.71 5.44,s
4

.

/.
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TABLE 10
,

. $ Source Table for Analysis of Variance on the
Reading Comprehension TIgt in Experiment III .

4

6

F.

.-
.

-1.
_

Sourc SS 'df MS ' F k
,

(-Be en-Groups 65.62 2 32.81. 3.29 <.05

Within Groiipsip 688.00 551 9.97
. .

Total 654:62 61

TABLE :u.

t.

Source(Table for Agalysis of Variance on the
Faired-Awciatg Task in Experiment III.

N
' Source .

Between Groups

Within Groups'

,,
4

I

29'

0

NI"

.
SS ..df MS.

. F
R.

344.42 2 .172.21 4.88 4.05

2119.23 60 35.32 4,N

2463.65 62

#
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formulation of such strategies. However, the results obtailied for experimenter-
,

guided versus non-guided bracticp were somewhat surprising. The group that
.

receivedtrainingwith non-guided practice pefformed above the control

group. on both posttests.- The group that was trained with the experimenter-

guidid practice only surpassed the control group on the paired-associate test,

4 r

not on the reading comprehension test. Since the practice involved reading

comprehension tasks
,"

onJy, it may be that the provision of experimenter-
1p

guided practtte imposed restrictions on the strategies that the students

. ,

generated for the subsequent reading comprehension postteft. That is, the

students may have limited their own strategy formulation by attemptipg

to model either the experimenter-provided examples or student-generated
.

examples discussed by the experimenter. However, it is possible that when *

faced with a different type of pdsttest, such as the paired-Mociate task,

students are capable of disregarding the models govided during the practice

wit h reading comprehension tasks. .

All training programs described in the two previous studies included.

. experimenter'- guided Practice. It was expected, that such guidance would

facilitate the students.' use of the strategies by providing an opportunity for

feedba4 and discussion of students: strategies as well as broadening the

00.

students' awareness of possible strategies for a given task. However, the

effect appears to be qujte the opposite for posttest tasks similar to those
.

used for practice, and may account for the inability of previous
.

programs to dpmonstrate their effectiveness on reading comprehension tasks.'

The structural modification of these tasks in the present study made the

performance demands less ambiguous, and should, therefore, have reduced the

student reliance on models provid0 during experiMenter-guided practiCt.
0

0

.! However, further research is needed to determine if there are any 'differential

effects of the components of experimenter-guided practice and how generalizable
. F.

,

ef

4'

f.
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these effects Might be to other populations,asks, and strategies.

Future. Directions
#

The research and development effort described in this report will

continye as part oT the Cdgnitive'Learning Strategies Project at The .'

University of Texas at Austin. The goals of this Project are to refine our

understanding of the covert processses involved in utilizing cognitive

strategies for learning and retention, and to design, develop, and field

test training programs to modify learners' information processing strategies.

As we increase our understanding ,of information-processing.skills that con-

tribute to effective and efficient learning, we will be able to provide

heuristic means for the individual learner to use in identifying, monitoring,

modifying, and implementing a plan for Achieving instructional goals.

0

4
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APPENDIX A

Insteuctioa for the Traditional Group in the

Study Comparing Three Forms of.a Cognitive

Learning4Strategies Training Program'

. 6

35

Hi, thank you for coming today. My name is . I'm interested

in developing better learning methods. During the next two hours you'.will

read'about several methods that are helpful for certain kinds of learning.

You will have a chance.to practice these methods, or learning strategies,

during the first part of the periods Then during the last part of the

)

period I all test you to see how wall you learned to use them. This is

not an intelligence test. *You, the student, are not being tested. Instead,

we will test the effectiveness of the learning strategies that erou are going

to learn. Obviously, the better you learn the strategies, the more we

can find dut about them when we test. So, gh you may find these

learning methods new, try to master them as well as you can durIng, the prac-

ti ce session.
ti

Are there any questions?
a

Training Instructions

Please do not open this booklet until I tell y . When r ask ,you to

4, ,

look at this Ocloklet, study it one se9,tion at a time. You will have 43
,

minutes to read each section, so please take your time and try to learn
V

theseimethods. You will also find that they are very helpful for your
. ,

),

schoolwork.

If at any time you are confused about w hat you slhbuld be doing or need

iorneAellor, just raise your hand and I will beliappy to cobelby'and assist

.4

IN
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.
you. Please don't write in the Learning 'Strategies Instruction Packet,

but do put your name on all other materials.

Are there any questioni? You may begin. Stop when you finish
,

page 3. (Studdnts now:read booklet until they have finished Imagery

Section.) ..

Now, would someone to give me an example-of an image they

came up with?

(Exptflienter discusses example and gives feedback.)

Would someone else like to give an example?

(Discussion and feedback)

Now, please return to the booklet and read the next section. You

will have 8 minutes.

(Students read Meaningful Elaboration Section.)

Are there any questions?

1454d someone like to give an example of Now they used elaboration

with the reading?

----PitrfsTussion and feedback)

Does someone else have an example?

(Discussion and feedback)

Now, please return to the booklet and read the 4pt section'. You will

have 8 minutes.

.(Students read Grouping Sections) i

Are there any questions?

Would someone like to giye an example of a qrpuoinq they came un with?

(Discussion and feelpeck)

6.

4g
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; Does someone else have an example?
. . , .

k)(Discussion and feedback)

''..---''''N-..

Are there any questions ?'`
.

Please pass the packets back to me.
I

Now return the papers you have written on. Be sure your name is at the

top.

Here is your first practice reading. Please do not turn;-aer the

reading until I tell you. I want you to read it carefully and try to use

as many of the methods and strategies that you have read about as possible.

Remember; try to u4e imagery, meaningful elaboration and groupitig. Write
.

your strategies down on the scratch paper as you go, and I will come around

to see how you are doing. Remember,. this is not an intelligence test. You

\...-
,,are helpip_js t learn about the effectiveness of thestrategies. So'*

work hard and care ully. Put yo4r name on all the sheets of paper you use.

Write down a brief description of your aids as you go. You will have '8

"MI

minutes to read the passageand use thetrateg4es.

Are there any,questions?

Go ahead - Begin.

r

Please stop and return the reading. Now please return the paArs

you have written on. Be sure your name,is at the top.

, Here is another practice reading. Read it carefully and to use as

many of the methods and strategies that we have been discussing as possible.

You will have 8 minutes for this reading.

Are there any qtlestipns?

Begin reading..



Please stop and return the reading. Now please return the.papqrs

you have written on. Be sure your name is at the top.

Testing Instructions'

You will now be given a reading to see how well you have learned and

can use the strategies. Please do not turn this readidg over until I tell

you to begin. Read it carefully, and use as many, of your strategies as'pos-

yble to learn the content. Remember to use imagery, meaningful elaboration,

and grouping. Use as many of"the strategies as pos- sible. Use these

strategies in your mind only. Do not take notes or mark on the reading.

After you have been given time -tp read the pdtsage and use the strategies,

I will collect the readings and give you some questions to answer about

what you have read. You will have 8 minutes to read this passage. Are

there any questions?

You may begin reading.
40

Please stop reading and return the materials.

Here are some questions abouttthe passage. Please do mot turn them over

until I tell you. As you work throug he questions,.recall your strategies

to help you answer the-questions. You will have '8 minutes to answer

the questions. Please write neatly, and, put your name at the top of the

page. -

Sttp working on the 64estions now, and please band in your answer

sheets. Make sure your name is on the sheet.

...."%%."."`s.. That's about it for today. Thanks.for coming.

t
I

II

I
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APPENDIX B

Instructions for the Basic Processes Group

in the Study_Comparin5 Three Forms of a

COnitive Learning Strategies Training Program .

Hi , thank you for coming today. fly name is

This study is concerned with how,people learn and how they might learn

better and more efficiently. We are going to take some time to expla,

Illustrate, and then practice a number of techniqties or strategies that ,

have proven helpful to other students in learningliew material. 'Then,

during the last part of the period, I will test you to see how well you

learned to use them. This is not an intelligence test. You, the student,
.010

are not being tested. Instead, we will test the effectiveness of the learn-

ing strategies 'Oft you are going to learn. Obvieusly,.the better you learn

'the strate g4es, the mor' we can find ou t about them when we test. So, even

though you may find these learning methods new, try to master them as well'

as you can during the practice session.

Through other studies related to this one, the particular'strate-

. . gies have been identified and developed.to increase a person ability

to learn. The three techniques are called mental imatery: Faivration,

and grouping.

Training +Instructions ,)

The first sttegy we Will prictice is called imagery. Essentially,

this technique involves forming a mental picture of the thing you want to

learn. I want you to practice forming v a. images or mental pictures.

4 ci/

490 a
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which are rca4ly memorable so you can remember them and use them to learn

other things later. To help make your image memorable, work on making it as
.

40

clear and detailed as possible, mak it as visual 1d striking as possible,

and try to give it personal meaning for you.

'Okay, let's try it. Relax and - picture two.people having .a picnic.

You will now have about111nutes to practice. "Try to really see your

mpnfal image of e two people having a picnic and then write down a descrip.

tion of what you see.

de,.

to tell us about theilimage?

(Wait 3 -.5`minutes.)

Now compare and contrast your description of this p4cnic with our

general outline of what a useful, memorablAimage is. First, did you.

make itsharp and clear by including a lot of,detail?

What was the body build ottie two peopli in your image?
.* . . . ,

What Were they wearing?
4.0 7 1Ps

What were they doing?

What kind, o1 emotion were they expressing?

Did you picture anything incolor?
f

Is the grass around.the picnic green of all dried up?'

What otheis surrounding terrain is there?

Is,the sky clear or cloddy?

What about the weliber?

You see the point, there are a lot of details, that can ,e_eleshed
da r----

out to make your image clear and more like a photograph.. Work on

achieving that clarity to mike it more memorable. Would someone like

I
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Next, 'tow about vividness? Did you make your image-strikingv

--by making'one or both of the people unusual in appearance; very .

41

large, very mean lookiog,.etc.

- -by making it very active. Imagine, for e, that the two people

are chasing each other, around the'oicnic table.

- -using unusual Aolors. Maybe the_twppeople are eating purple fried

chicken.

- -use unusual settings. Perhape the picnic is on top of the Leaning

Tower of.Pisa and the food Deeps sliding off the table.'

These are, of course, only a few of the things you could do to-make

your image interesting-or vivid.

Finally, did you do something to make it-personally memorable for you?

- -Did you imagine a picnic you were on recently?

-=Did you see people that you know at the picnic?

If you are espdcially interested in music, were the two people

glaying guitars and singing?

The idea here i to fit your image intolSur own persdnal experience,

to relate it to your prior knowledge and your interests. Would someone

el)e tell us about their-image?

Now lees.tryanother example. Relax and try to form a mental image

of a 'person fishing. Take about 5 MinutesAt* work on your image and then

write down what you see. Now let's che* your description against

the points discussed above. Will someone tell me about the details they

used to make their image clear?

Okay, now what did you do "to vake it vivid and stniking?



,
Fine, now what kinds of ththgs did you do,to makeif personally

relevant?

42

How we are going to hake one last imaging task. Relax and imagine the

house of -youi dreams.

Now write down a description of that house, keeping,in Mind that you

are tayng to an araitect who'.s going, to build a house for yoy according

to- the description. Be sure to recall everything that has been discussed
.1

about good mental images:
wt

.

clear and detailed

visual and striking
.

personal meaning

You have about 5 minutes.

The second strategy we are going to discuss is called grouping.

If you have a long list of things you have to learn, it is often very use-

ful-to group them into several subcategories to :flake it easierto learn the

list. A few good tips are: you should use an optimum nOmber of groyps

(somethineetween two ande16t may be ideal), your grouping should be

based on salient and memorable features; your methods of grouping should be

as systematic and simple as posOble, and your groups should have personal

meaning for you.

Fir example, suppose you had a list of all the current makes of auto-
,

mobiles and you wanted to leap Take a minute to tblipk of different

waji,you might classify the cars. One way You could classify, the cars

would be by tize--large, medium, compact, and subcompact.. If you classi-

fied they by pounds of weight it wouldn't be very helpful because there

.
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,..

would be too many groups, and if you classified them by number of wheel
. .

fi,

yod would have too few grdups.

Second, try to use bighly,salient or memorable features-Isize,
4

country of origingeneral,price range--these are things we all know about

and can remember. If you classify cars by the kinds of alloys used in

making their engines you are not likely to be helped-by your giouping be-
,

cause you will not remember it (unless you are really an expert in the field)...

s,

Third:keep your method of grouping simple;nd systgmatic. If you

classify cars by the ratio of head space to cost or put together cars which

just seem to go together, you will again probably find it very difficult to

'recapture your original grouping.

Finally, it will probably help to let your grouping be.based on what

,is important to you. Thus, if you are very concerned about the, energy crisis,

you might want to classify cars by their tel economy or if you are mechani-
-

4,.41 cally minded, by engine type.,

Now let's try another ex'ample. Take about 5 minutes to think of as-many*-minutes
A'

useful ways 4s you can for grouping the states of the United States to help'

you learn them.

(Wilt 3-5 minutes.)

Now let's check your grouping against the points discussed above. ....

Will someone illustrate how they divided the states, to get an optimum umber

0

of categories?A

Okay, what salient or memorabZttributes of the states did you use .,p,

in your grouping?

Who has a good example of a simple add systematic way grouping 106.

-3,



, states?

.

Who used a grouping which had special meanie'ge for them?

;
The third and final strategy that we are going to discuss is called

/

meaningful elaboration. This strategy involves the attempt to make apiece

.44

of ,information more meaningful by adding to it. This can be done byr-

(l) relating the information,

1 your beliefs, your attitudes,

when appropriate, to your/ personal experiipces,

to what you already know, (2) finding logical

relationships between portions of the material, (3) thinking of implications

of the information; (4,) tyasting and comparing parts of the material, and

(5) inventing stories or sentences which.relate parts of the material to

Other parts.

Here is an often quoted sentence from Rousseau, "Map is botn free

and everywhere he is in chains." Weare going to try to understand and

remember this quotation by using the strategy of meaningful.elaboration.

To begin with, write down what you think this sentence means, and

elaborate on it-in as many ways as ou can. You will have 5 minutes.

.

(Wait 3-5 minutes.)

Now compare and contrast your elaboration against the following

outline. .

.

Did you relate any part of the sentence to your own personal experi-
3/4

4 . i.

ences? To your beliefs? To your attitudes? Haybeeyou have been feeling

chained by rules.and regulations, or feel that the statement really peaks

. Er
to your condition. ,Or maybe you.feel just the oppOsite.

, bid yey relate At part of the sentence to something you already
4 N.,/

. .. r '

know? You may halle already known, for example, that Rousseau was a French

See
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4 .
1

s4r.
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.... ...

philosopher who:had a great influence -on the Ai-ogressive education,moveignis

,
-4.

You might have thought that it rit:not surprising that someone who argued .

--"Y
for-progress:I ton would be very concerned with the issue of personal ,vird;cat

1p,

I 1 r ' , .

freedoma."11t

1

Did you -find any logical relationships between portions of-the material?

Yob may haze

toc be logical
. .

o.
not.

4

thought that at

ly Incongistedt

figt glance the two parts of the sentence appear
4 b. '
but that on more careful_inspeCtion, they are .

Did you codpare and contrast any of the notions implied by or contained

in this sentence? You might notice, 'fort example, that a lot of the impact

of this sentence comes from the strong contrast it contains. You might also

want t

th

, .

hink about_tbe similarities and the differences in the meaning of
.

, e .

a
"free" as it applies to newborn, babies.on the one hand and to adujts

. ' .

1. , .

on the other hand. Or ydu It ootdde the stylistic contrast in the,two
.

1, .

parts of the sentence. In the first part the concept of freedom is expressed
. ..

directly; in thvecond part it is expressed inetaphorically. .

- -.

Did you,invent a story or sentence which related parts of the sentence.
.fl- .

.-
witch any other parts? You might make up a story about a world inwhich

/ .- . a' . . ii,

people are borneout in the wild but,then are sent to the cities where

'

wrything, including clothing, is made of cbalnst
. .

Did you think.of possible implications of the sentence You might
rats

think that ifAhis statement is true, we'd,ali be tietter off If we were .

still uncivilized, or that any attempt to build a Uto rran society is
4.

headed in exactly /hgerong direction. , OK

With th4added information, let's look at a mote light- hearted example,
.
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"A fool and his money are soon panted. ". Write down what comes to your mind

concerning this truim. Remember /the discussion of useful elaboration

1
procedures. Make it as meaning ful fot; yourself as possible. You will s

have 5 minutes. Remember to check your description a pinst the,points dis-

cussed above.

Now, ta a minute to see if you can remember the characteristics
4

needed to effectiv- use (1) imager ,(2) grouping, and (3) leaningful

elaboration. L
,Ima er

1. clear //detailed

2. vivid & striking

3. personally ningfyl .

Grouping NZ
"44

T. optimu ',number of groups

2. salient t1 memorable,features

1. systematic & simple

4
4

personally,meaningful
4.4

d's

Elaboration
.

14 relate to your personal experience, beliefs, attitudes; knowledge'
.

2. ,find logical relationships

3% think about implications

4. compare & contrast parts of the material

5. invenl,,stories or sentences which relate parts of the material to

pother:parts
. 4 .

Now please return the papers you have written on--be sure your name is



at the top.

ar

4

. .

'.= You wilt now be given a reading to see how well yols have learned

47

. and can a the strategies. Please..do not turn this reading 0rsuntil I
i

tell y u t4egin. Then, reard it carefully, and'use: as many of strate;

_ .-
. gies as possible to learn.the content. Remember to use imagery, meaningful

04,
elaboration, and grouping. Use as many of the- strategies as possible, but

T some of the strategies may be more appropriate than others, and some may

-

work easier for you than others. Use these strategies in your mind only.

.

.
.

.

Do not take notes or mark on the reading.- After you have been given time

.
,

to read'the,passage and use thi strategies; I will collect the readings and
. . )

.. . . .-

, give you some questions to answer about what you have read. You will have
A

E, minutes ,to read this passage.
N\

-.Are-there-any,questions?

You may begin reading.

- Please,stop reading and return the materials.
/ 1. - ,

i-

Herefare sone questions about the passage. Please do not turn them

over until I 'tell you. As you work through the questions, recall your.

strategies to help you answer the questions. Please write neatly, and'put

Stop wgrking on the questions now, and hand in your answer
-

sheets. Makesure your name is-on the sheet.

That's aboUt it for today: Thanks f6r:coming.

V.-

01.

ifik. (4'
P.
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Student Packet for the Traditional Grdein the Study
.r, O. 1.

Comparing Three Forms bf/a..

,-*. .- Cognitive Learning Strategies Trashing Program
. . 4, .--

..
.

.
.

. 1 .

`Sample Passage
.

.-

P. ... e
-

-- Like Marcel, I believe that, in its Present form, the school should be

abolished. 4 would preserve a few of the htilleties Of the school-- the

library`, the assembly hall, the gymnasium, the'playing field -:but as fedi-

!

ities'only. Young people' could use thesecfor studying and for group actit
so,

.. . ...-4.

ties, such.as games, plaxacting, and musical performances. Instead of going

to school jar an education),the young person would:,go to akeacher. Student ..

and teacher would meet in the teacher's home, or in the student's, or, if .

appropriate, on location. Sometimes the student would come alone, 'and some- -
...N.

times with Sriepds. I believe that under this arrangement the stddent would

accomplish much more and .in much shorter, time than he does now. For the

teacher would meet thestudent where he individually is.

realize that this is a highlyradicallfroposal andwill be called im-

practical. But today's public schools are little more than a hundred years

old and 'when first conceived, were also called radical and impractical. I

cannot help recalling the kind of school that.J. b. Salinner's Teddy wanted. .,,

He would first "assemble" the stuoents and "show them how to meditate." , He

would "try to shoo. them.how to find out Aga they are, not just what their .

narks are and things like ihat...." He would even try to "get them to

empty out their heads" of all ,the staff their parents and others had tnla.
1 'I

58
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them. If, as Cathus said, "There is a-whole fivilization to be remade,"

-50

Teddy's school would bean ideal -dray to start remaking it. As Phaye said

e before,..leachers alone cannot rebuild a civilization. But they can do

much to educate individel pupils who may one day set about doing so.

.(

George Kneller Foundations of Education, 1971p. 264.

Instructions Or /Winery

l(Please refer to the-S, ample Passage)

The strategy using imagery'cafls for forming a picture in your head
.

of the person and everts yt2u read about in a passage.-

read a story about a boy named_Joe who went to France,
A

0

For example, if you

you might picture

Joe Nimath atop the Eiffel Tower. This is what is meant by imagery. We

are going tb concentrate-on using images tolearn the ma'terial in the sample

rTlassage. For example, "...imits-present form, the school shotild be abolished.

I would preserve a few of the facilities of the'school--the library, the

assembly-hall, the gymnasium, the playing fieldbut as facilities only."

' . As thought could be expressed,'PtIsing'tvo connected .images.

First, imagine the abolishment of a school physically. Picture your

.
old high school and visualize a huge4all and crane smashing down its walls.

,,

f '
The 'second part of ,the quotation could be imagined by ailing.' parts of.your

. high school building back into existence,-much.lire a motion picture running

1
backwards. Once the school is back together thihk o 'it as being there with-

. ..

out AY people in it.

59
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Another example is to picture a group of young people playing basketball

in the gymnasium, or football on the playing field.

A fourth image might be to picture a boy named Teddy assembling a group

of students on the football field and,teachipg them to sit cross-legged and

meditate.
,

Additionally, you might imagine a picture of students, going in groups

to an assembly hall to listen to a speech by J. 0. Salinger. Afterwards,,

they run to the gym and the playing field where some students sit and medi-

tate on Camas. .

In another image you might see a group of radical students outside the

assembly hall protesting archaic educational methods and threatening to

aholisIrthe schools. m*
d.

"tt

Or you might picture a large empty gymnasium with one teacher al. * one

student sitting ink the middle of the floor discussing the rebuilding o civil)-
N

zation. The next day you see them as brick masons actually,building this new

civilization.

A further image might be of a big teddy bear with J. O. Salinger written

across its front going around shaking all the worthless stuff out of students'

heads.

Take a few moments anctry tp do what we have just done with another

part of the sample passage. Try to think of several examples, and make notes

about them on the extra paper proliided.

When you are through we will discuss a few A your examples.

ti
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Inseructions.for Grouping
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lease refer-to the Sample Pa?3ajt)

The strategy using gr9uping is actually a combination of a couple of

strategies. This time.you will look at a part of the sample passage and

group information. Then you could use imagery or form a sentence to make

the grouping more meaningful.

As you read something, certain ideas, facts, and names may occur. As

. they appear in a passage it is helpful to be able to place these ideas,

facts, or names into some category. This enables you to earn by joining

Li?.together what were before loose facts. You could then ge e rate a mental

. e.c=c 4 44

image Or sentence using all the members orthis group. For example, in this

passage four names are mentioned, Marcel, J. D. Salinger, Teddy, and Camus.

You could invent a category called "people in the passage" or some similar

title to give you some handle on this portion oft,the readiriO. Examples of

a sentence or phrase using these foulnames might be, " Camus sounds like

canoe, Marcel sounds like 'oh-well,' Oh well, J. D. and Teddy are rising

in the canoe." Even more meaning could be added by imagining a teddy bear,

A

a juvenile delinquent, and poor Marcel, actually riding in a canoe. This

sad, approach of categorizing thiqgs and elaborating on them as you go can

,
be applied to any part of the passage, aslong,as the grouping makes sense

_to yoU. It may not be meaningful to anyone but you. If the group makes

sense to you, it will help you learn the passage.

Take a few moments and apply this strategy, to some ideas or facts that

. are in the sample passage. The important thing is to make thiiigs more mean-

sl
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ingful to you. Please make nOtes about the examples or ideas you come up

with. When you are through we will discuss a few of your examples.

Instructions for Meaningful Elaboration

(Please refer to the Sample Passage).

The strategy using elaboration hat to do with making what you have .

read more meaningful through a process in which you ask and answer certain

types of questions. As you read through.a passage, you could ask anti answer

('
questions in which you actively process the information. Such questions .

. . 0'
A

might be "What is the purpose of this material ?" or "How does this relate

f

to my experiences, beliefs, attitudes, and knowledge?" or "How would most

people react to this?" or "What are the implications of what is. being said,

if it were actually done?" or "What are the logical relationships in the

materials?. Does it make good, common sense ?" There are other questions that

can be asked and answered. These giye you some idea of what to look for and

what to do.

In the sample pastage yop could ask the question "How(does this relate

my experiences, beliefs, attitudes, or knowledge?" One response might be

to say to.yourself, "The guy who wrote
%
this must have beem reading my mind.

He knows exactly how Ifeel about our system of public education and the kind

of expeiiences I had in school'. As it is now, people don't learn much of

anything!" Or I might say to myself, "Wow! The person who wrote this must

be'some kind of radical put. Doesn't he know the 60's are over? Our schools

aren't perfect, but they're still the best in the world. I remember some.

,

good learning experiences Icould not have gotten with Kneller's (the author

62"
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a of thee sample pas,sage) approach."

You could alsolso try to draw logical inference as you read; for example,

.1

' 54

4; FS

you could ask the question, "If everybody felt the way Kneller feels aboLlt

v.
schools, what kind of a country would this.be? How right young people be

different if they did not have 0 qo to school as much as they, 4o ,low?"

Then, your reply to the question you just asked might be, "This would be a

yea different type of country if our vstem of education were dhanged as

radically as Knelleri suggests. Young people would either learn to manage

their time and activities effectively or they might turn to a very wasteful

approach to spending their day."

These are examples of asking and answering questions about things you

read. This will help to make it more personally meaningful to you. The

J more of these types of questions you can think about and answer, the more

able you wil be to remember and use the information, thoughts, or ideas

you are i g to learn.

Another way to elaborate the material would be to think about the purpose

or need for the material. You might ask such questions as,."What is wrong

with our educational system that would cause anyone to criticlze it?" Or

you could relate it to your own characteriitics by asking questions such as,

\1

"Would I be able to learn in a

4
hool system Such as Kneller proposes?"

Further, you could ask if othe eople, in general, would also benefit from

sudra system, or wokld such a system even work in a society like ours. How

would other.,people react to this passage? Would they agree with it, or be

shqcked by its ideas? These are further questions you might ask yourself

to Help you understand or remember the material better.
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One other way you might elaborate upon this material, would be to Took

common sense or logical relationships in the material. Some passages

form concrete, logical teTationships naturally, whereas other passages lend

themselves more to-abstract, logical relationships.. For example, if the

school in.its.present-form were abolished-, then it would )logical to assume,

some alternative form would exist such as the one sugges ed by . D. Salinger's

Teddy.

Take a few moments and use one of the 'suggested questions, or one of

4' your own, and apply it to the sample passage. Please make notes about the
.

ideas or examples you cOe up with. When you are through we will digcuss

a few of Your examples.

V
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